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Axel Johnson International

2016 was a unique year in our 140-year history.
Never before have we acquired as many as eight wellmanaged companies in the same year.
For the first time, we involved the entire organisation
in our sustainability ambitions. We launched an important code of conduct for suppliers, and our bearings
started telling us how they’re performing. We finally
crossed the equator, while also extending further
north for untried business opportunities. Introducing
Martin Malmvik as our new CEO was another highlight.
Welcome to Axel Johnson International’s Annual
review. For even more news from the corporate group
that loves change, read on.

Axel Johnson International
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THE YEAR IN BRIEF

Who we are

Axel Johnson International is a privately owned industrial group
offering sustainable growth opportunities for aspiring technology
businesses.
The group comprises 85 companies that are experts in their
respective segments and add value by improving the efficiency,
reliability, quality and safety of industrial operations. Services range
EMPLOYEES
from efficient distribution of industrial products to maintenance,
support and customised technical solutions.
IN THE
Headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden, Axel Johnson International
GROUP
has 2 950 employees, annual sales of EUR 695 million and operations
in 25 countries.

Our core values
unite us
Being
far-sighted.
Looking to the
long term and
favouring the
sustainable
option.
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Making things
happen.
We take the
initiative, drive
things forward
and deliver on
our promises.

Being good
to work with.
Because people
matter; relationships matter;
respect matters.

Axel Johnson International
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First
acquisition
outside of
Europe
And while we’re at
it, why not cross the
equator? With the
acquisition of AQS
Liquid Transfer in
South Africa, we
did both in 2016.
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DON’T MISS!
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Axel Johnson International

Page 22

We weren’t
for sale.

After rejecting several offers, Des Spillings
and Martin Povey at Acorn finally decided to
partner with Axel Johnson International, to
take their business to the next level.
“We were about to ‘give away our baby’ and
that is why we needed to trust them as much
as we trust ourselves,” says Des (left).
Axel Johnson International
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DON’T MISS!

Page 34

Industrial pumps
that send text
messages to let
you know how
they feel are next
in line.
Olga Krejci Halkovova at AxFlow has
many ideas for how new technology
can take conventional products into
the future, adding value for customers,
the group and the planet.
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Axel Johnson International

Pages 6–19

Growing
together

A year of new business opportunities and growth,
strenghtened by an additional eight family members.

Pages 20–55

In good
company

Service, innovation and digitalisation supporting
the growth and development of our companies.

Pages 56–59

Big figures
& small print
In a hurry to get to the bottom line?
Axel Johnson International
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Axel Johnson International

During 2016, a record number of quality
companies chose to join us on our journey
to an effective, smart and sustainable industry.
And since we love development and change,
we see no reason to slow down.

Axel Johnson International
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PRESIDENT’S SUMMARY

Playing the long game
doesn’t mean being slow.
“

T

he past year has been Axel Johnson
International’s most intensive year
ever in terms of acquisitions. The
group was strengthened with niche technology companies in all business areas,
and on several new markets. All in all,
the new acquisitions accounted for 65
mEUR (600 mSEK) of total net sales of
just over 695 mEUR (6 604 mSEK).
The newly acquired companies are

experts in their fields and leaders on
their local markets. They are entrepreneurially driven enterprises that share
our values, and recognise the benefits of
belonging to a family-owned corporate
group with growth ambitions. We are
proud of them all. With Traction Levage
in France and Cables y eslingas in Spain
we grew our lifting business in important
geographies. And we are particularly delighted to welcome AQS Liquid Transfer
of South Africa, as it represents our first
investment outside of Europe.
Our growth strategy is based on a combination of organic growth and acquisitions. Despite many challenges on the
market, our existing companies made new
progress during the year. Axel Johnson
International has the financial muscle, the
industry know-how and the proactivity
required to support aspiring companies

8
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Despite many
challenges
on the market,
our existing
companies
made new
progress
during the
year.

in their constant business development.
Our companies strengthen each other,
and have the courage to face dramatic
changes with confidence and optimism.
For the far-sighted, hard times are only
ever a phase, not a conclusion.
Many of our companies have grown

with challenges. AxFlow in Norway saw
sales of pumps for the oil and gas market
declining and instead found a new customer segment in municipal water treatment plants. Faced with a decline in the
mining industry, Gisab broke new ground
with a record-breaking tunnel construction project in Norway.
The year also brought success in the trans-

port sector, where several of the group’s
companies managed to take strategically
important shares on a dramatically growing market. The acquisition of Progress
Ingeniørfirma of Norway made Trans-
Auto a comprehensive Nordic player.
Abkati’s goal-oriented work has resulted
in a very successful year. And for load
restraint specialists Allsafe Jungfalk, 2016
proved to be the most successful year ever.
Our companies operate in a wide range
of industries, but they all face similar
challenges. During the year, we therefore
increased our opportunities for sharing

Axel Johnson International

knowledge and experience on common
issues, and particularly focused on digitalisation. Competence provision is an
important subject when so much of our
operations’ success is based on our employees’ experience and know-how about
applications, products and solutions. We
therefore actively support our companies
with the competence they need and in the
development of new talent.
Our people make us what we are. Creating a sense of community, motivating our
employees, fostering our entrepreneurial
spirit and working closely alongside our
customers and suppliers – these are all
things that are close to our heart. With
concrete measures like developed sustainability work and a new code of conduct,
we become even more good to work with.
To sum up, 2016 was a good continuation

of our owners’ vision from 1873: to own,
manage and develop companies that are
a positive force for change in the societies
where they operate. With many exciting
companies coming into the group, our
sights set on the well-being of future
generations and even more driven people
in-house, we will continue making things
happen also in 2017.
For a group that welcomes change,
every ending is a new beginning.” n

Axel Johnson International

Martin Malmvik,
previously CEO of the
AxLoad business area,
has been the new CEO
and President of Axel
Johnson International
since 1 December 2016.
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M & A STRATEGY

The more the merrier. More well-managed
companies and more driven people in the group
create greater opportunities to contribute to our
industrial customers’ development.

T

o grow through carefully selected
acquisitions, as well as organically,
is fully in line with Axel Johnson
International’s business concept: to
buy, own and develop industrial companies. But not just any companies.
They must be strong in their niche,
leaders on their local market, and have
the potential to strengthen the group
both geographically and in selected
industrial segments.
“We buy companies that fit into our
structure, but each company we acquire
has a unique DNA. Our job as the owner is to understand what that is, so as
to then contribute to profitable development in the long term,” says Hans
Glemstedt, Head of Mergers and
Acquisitions at Axel Johnson Inter
national.
With an ambitious growth goal and

moderate market growth in many
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Oppor
tunity
always
trumps
size.

industrial segments, Axel Johnson
International has increased its pace
of acquisition. Competition for well-
managed companies, however, is extremely tough, with many more prospective buyers than there are companies for sale. The fact that Hans and the
group managed to make as many as
eight acquisitions in 2016 is testament
to an attractive offering, particularly for
entrepreneurially owned companies.
“An initial feel-good factor between

Hans Glemstedt,
Head of Mergers
and Acquisitions
at Axel Johnson
International. The
average acquisition
lies between EUR
5 millon and EUR 20
milllion in revenue.

the seller and buyer is crucial. It’s often
founded on an impression of professionalism, that you quite simply mean
what you say. That’s where our profile
as a family-owned, unleveraged, value-
driven group wins through. Moreover,
our owners are themselves entrepreneurs of the fourth or fifth generation.
They have decided to grow in certain
areas, and have the financial muscle and
stamina to promise long-term devel
opment. It’s clear that Axel Johnson
International doesn’t just focus on
quarterly reports, and this appeals
to a lot of people,” Hans explains.
Potential acquisitions are found by
constantly monitoring different industrial sectors and through contacts in
our own network and the more than
85 subsidiaries, but also through external advisors and business brokers. It’s
not uncommon that interested companies themselves make the first contact
with Axel Johnson International or our
companies, something that is both
encouraged and welcomed. Attracting
entrepreneurs who are looking for an
opportunity to take their company to
the next level is perfectly in line with
the group’s ambitions.
Axel Johnson International

What we
look for

“Our basic philosophy is that the
individual company’s MD and
management should be allowed to
fully manage and be responsible for
the company’s future development,
and that we give them the opportunity to shoulder that responsibility.
Combining decentralised management with good financial control is
demanding, but clearly defined
goals and expectations are our most
important contribution in promoting the success of our companies,”
says Hans.
Despite the conviction that the
company is ending up in the right
hands, selling your life’s work can
be a real wrench, and a very emotional thing to do. Even someone
with virtually a whole life devoted
to development can feel anxious
ahead of the changes that a new
owner brings.
“A lot of people are afraid that their

day-to-day lives will become too
bureaucratic. That they’ll need to
invest in a business system. That
they’ll have to spend a lot of time on
reporting. That someone from outside, who doesn’t know everything
about the business, will be their
manager. But when you get support, group affiliation and industrial synergies in return, more structure is a small price to pay. Greater
security is, after all, one of the reasons why owners and entrepreneurs
come to us. We’re like a big family,
offering a good home for both the
company and the employees,” Hans
concludes. n

Axel Johnson International

n technology distributors and solutions providers with relevant business propositions
n complementary acquisitions as well as stepping stones for expansion into new industry
niches and geographies

What
we value

n a strong market position and superior
expertise
n a solid track record and profitability
n entrepreneurial drive
n growth and development ambitions
n ethos and values in tune with ours

What
we offer

n a corporate culture focused on innovation,
development, growth and adding value
n a strong financial platform, giving room for
further sustainable and far-sighted expansion
n a decentralised corporate governance model
offering plenty of freedom and responsibility for
ongoing growth and development
n expertise and support in areas key to developing our businesses: sourcing, supply chain,
digitalisation, sustainability, communication,
management
n a group-wide network and active best
practice sharing
n a Business School for management,
Leadership Programmes and competence
development

annual review 2016
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ACQUISITIONS OF THE YEAR

CLASS OF
esspump

Sweden’s broadest
pump specialist
june 2016 With the acquisition of Esspump AB, we
are expanding our range
of market-leading pumps
and reinforcing the related
offering in services and
servicing: pumping anything, anywhere, with optimum function and the
greatest possible efficiency.
progress

Constant Progress
sep 2016 The acquisition
of Progress Ingeniørfirma
strengthens the group
with new expertise, as well
as products and services
for marine driveline com-

ponents. Developing
alongside yet another stable family-run company
with specialist expertise is
fully in line with our strategy.
moser

Strengthening
our family
sep 2016 The small family-
run company W. Moser,
with five employees, will
be of great importance to
our overall offering of
industrial pumps, cooling
systems and related services on the Swiss market.

NO.

78

FIRST STEP
OUTSIDE
OF EUROPE
12
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traction levage

Bonjour
Traction Levage
oct 2016 With an impressive product portfolio,
unique application expertise and strong customer
relations, we welcome
France’s biggest distributor of steel wire ropes and
lifting accessories to the
group. The acquisition is
testament to our objective
of continued expansion in
the region.
process partner

To grow with
the flow
nov 2016 We acquire
niche entrepreneurial
company Process Partner
AS. With services and

Hello Gerhard Prinsloo, Managing
Director at AQS Liquid Transfer in
South Africa. What’s your story?
“AQS Liquid Transfer is the dream
of three men who believed business
in the pump industry could be done
differently. In 2003 we put together
a dedicated group of people who
shared the same passion of service
to customers and support to dealers.”
What made you want to be a part
of Axel Johnson International?
“Their M&A strategy, the core values
and the similarity in the way AxFlow
and AQS conduct business gave us
a sense of belonging. The freedom
to act as an ‘independent company’
within a corporate environment is
something we highly value.”

know-how in displacement
pumps and process equipment for the oil and offshore industry, as well as
water and sanitation, the
company strengthens the
group’s business on the
Norwegian market.
berkshire bearings

On a roll
dec 2016 Our company
Acorn acquires Berkshire
Bearings, specialists in ball
bearings and transmission.
Berkshire Bearings is a
small, well-managed family company, renowned for
knowledgeable employees
and close customer relations locally. The acquisition strengthens Acorn’s
presence in the UK.

It’s a wrap!
What direct changes will the
acquisition bring?
“Water supply is under tremendous
pressure in South Africa. Dealing
with long lead times from suppliers
in the East, shipping and planning for
various seasons, stocking at AxFlow
in Lelystad for just in time delivery is
a major opportunity for us.”

Axel Johnson International

F 2016
“We can continue
developing our
range of products
and services for the
domestic market,
while securing the
best possible conditions for our operation in the longer
term,” says Viçens
Lozano, Managing
Director of Cables
y eslingas.

klätterteknik

Safer business
ahead

NO.

79

RAISING
OUR GAME
IN SPAIN
apr 2016 Cables y eslingas
is one of Spain’s biggest suppliers of steel wire ropes,
slings and lifting accessories.
With its wide range of products and services, its distribution network and strong
client relations, the company
is a welcome addition to our
group.

Axel Johnson International

NEW
YEAR,
NEW
FRIENDS!
jan 2017 Stockholm-based Klätterteknik becomes part
of our company Certex
Svenska AB. The
company’s special
expertise strengthens
our service offering
in fall protection and
industrial ropework for
industry, energy and
shipping in Europe.
pritchard-tyrite

Total cargo
control
jan 2017 Cargo control
specialist Pritchard-
Tyrite enables expansion in equipment for
load securing and
heavy lifting in the UK.
The acquisition also
includes Pritchard-
Tyrite’s sister company
TRS Motorsport Equipment, which distributes
and manufactures
FIA-approved motorsport safety harnesses,
for example.
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BUSINESS AREAS

Fluid handling

The companies in the AxFlow business area supply pumps,
equipment and know-how for a reliable flow of everything from
beer to concrete. AxFlow comprises 27 companies and
has a total of 600 employees.

Heavy duty
vehicle components
The companies in the AxDrive business area offer a wide range
of components and services for heavy commercial vehicles
and other types of machinery. The business area comprises
8 companies with a total of 130 employees.

14
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Axel Johnson International

Lifting & lashing
The companies in business area AxLoad help to ensure the
safe, efficient movement of heavy goods in the energy, offshore
and industrial sectors worldwide. AxLoad comprises
34 companies and 1630 employees.

Bearings &
transmissions
The companies in business area AxIndustries are
experts and problem-solvers in bearings, transmission and service
for heavy industry and mining. The business area comprises
14 companies with a total of 590 employees and operations
in the Nordics, Netherlands and UK.

Axel Johnson International
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BUSINESS AREA INSIGHTS

Embrace
change.
It’s crucial.

FLUID HANDLING

Ole Weiner
CEO

le Weiner sees group dynamics and With driven people and strong organisaboundary-crossing meetings as
tions, what kinds of opportunities do you
distinct competitive advantages.
see opening up?
“Our businesses operate in a traditional
From an industry perspective, how would industry. That means great opportunities
to make a difference to customers and
you describe 2016?
society. Pumps use a lot of energy, and we
“The market was certainly challenging.
The low oil price was characteristic again must be best at selling energy-efficient
systems and solutions that are sustainable
this year, and in the chemical and food
in other ways. It’s also important to keep
industries investment remains sparse.
The dollar was also strong, which doesn’t up with the competition from increasing
favour us and many others who buy prod- e-commerce by providing availability,
knowledge and solutions in addition to
ucts from the USA.”
a good price. Owning knowledge of complicated products that require the art of
And how was the year for the AxFlow
engineering for implementation and
business area?
maintenance is a winning strategy and
“Despite tough conditions, our companies took market shares, thanks to work- these are areas of expertise that customers
ing as a group and creating synergies. But often no longer have due to downsizing.”
the highlights of the year were our four
acquisitions. AQS Liquid Transfer in
Your journey from distributor to
South Africa is the group’s first acquisiproblem-solver, how will that develop
tion outside of Europe and a significant
in 2017?
milestone in several ways. All our compa- “We will develop our full-service offering,
nies add good products, but also very
from pump to finished system plus all
skilled people and strong corporate culthe necessary servicing, and remain
tures. This creates an amazing dynamism strong on our local markets. This requires
which I’m very proud of. The climate in
more acquisitions, particularly to
our group is tremendously inspiring, and strengthen our service business but also
I genuinely believe that this is a competi- to take market share outside of Europe.
tive advantage.”
The player that’s most motivated will attract the best people and the most inspiring customers.”

O

AxFlow
Fluid handling
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BUSINESS AREA INSIGHTS

LIFTING & LASHING

A close-knit
team is
invaluable.

O

la Karlsson says: “Despite some
head-wind, 2016 produced a result that lays the foundation for
continued success in the long term: new
energy and a strong sense of community.”

The market brought both resistance and
opportunities in 2016. How would you
sum up the year for the lifting and cargo
securing business?

“We earned less than we thought, as the
continued low price of oil and gas put
pressure on our companies. But acting
in a balanced way and making good decisions in tough times is an achievement
in itself, I think. We were able to raise
profitability in other areas to well above
expectation, such as the transport segment. As always, the most significant
events of the year were the acquisitions.
With Cables y eslingas in Spain and
Traction Levage in France we also made
a move southwards, which we have long
been planning.”

Ola Karlsson
Acting CEO

and therefore also our customers, are
showing low growth. It is crucial that
we increase the value of our delivery if
we are to retain and take market shares.
We must translate and package our
expertise into attractive services in
everything from installation to inspection. Our companies’ customers are
increasingly focusing on creating safe
workplaces, and this too provides opportunities for us.”

AxLoad
Lifting
& lashing

As a leading player in the safe movement
of goods, what’s on the agenda for 2017?

“With new energy and great confidence
in each other, we have the courage to see
beyond the problems and focus on the
opportunities. When the market does
turn around, the advantage will be with
those that have the financial strength to
move ahead. I expect to see many initiatives taken in the past few years starting
to yield results, especially on the service
side. Growth is a precondition for development and we will therefore continue
to grow, both through our existing comWhat developments do you need to
panies and with more acquisitions. As
consider to remain profitable moving
we are jointly already number one in
forward?
Europe, perhaps we can go further out
“We’re a traditional industry that develops with new technology, so digitalisation into the world in the year to come?”
is a topical and important issue. Renewal
is necessary in many respects, especially
since European industrial production,
Axel Johnson International
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BUSINESS AREA INSIGHTS

HEAVY DUTY VEHICLE COMPONENTS

We represent
quality and
sustainability.

G

under Nilsson has long experience
of the automotive industry. With
an understanding of the market
and an ability to predict developments,
he strengthens companies and employees
alike.

You’ve seen the industry develop since
the early 1990s. How would you sum it
up?

“We’ve seen tremendous developments
when it comes to working environment,
vehicle comfort and safety products. The
industry used to consist essentially of
small forging workshops, whereas today
the focus is on technology and electronics. Also, environmental consideration
and lower maintenance requirement are
a big part of our lives now. Cars don’t
rust, consumables are of higher quality
and electric power is increasingly common, the result being a dramatic fall in
the sale of spare parts. The spare parts
industry is consolidating rapidly, and
with the progress of e-commerce only the
major players can survive. This is a challenge for us.”
2016 was a year of both change and
success for the AxDrive business area.
Please tell us more.

“In March 2016 we transferred two spare
parts companies and one-third of our net
18
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Gunder Nilsson
CEO

sales to new owners. This was to secure
the companies’ continued successful development as their market consolidates
and becomes increasingly global. It was
a tough change in many ways for our
business area, but the deal was also a
clear starting point for looking forward.
During the year we have developed both
geographically and in terms of range,
moving into more technical products and
better-developed components.”

AxDrive
Heavy duty
vehicle
components

What do you think 2017 will entail if you
want to achieve the same strong results?

“Progress is incredibly fast, so it’s key that
we keep up. We must continue to foresee
technical developments and strengthen
our organisation in that direction. We
believe in joining with small and large
players through acquisition, and are
looking for entrepreneurially driven
companies that are strong in their niche
and want to continue leading their own
development. It would be great to find
companies with products that broaden
our offering and consolidate our leading
position. Although the lateral import of
low-price products is a threat, I can see
more and more customers valuing quality
and sustainability – in these areas there’s
no one who can challenge us at present,
and we aim to keep it that way.”

Axel Johnson International

BUSINESS AREA INSIGHTS

BEARINGS & TRANSMISSIONS

A narrow
focus brings
breadth.

O

la Sjölin regards a concentrated
range combined with technical
expertise as a winning concept in
the transmission industry.

Can you briefly describe your industry?

“Components around a rotating shaft can
be found virtually everywhere, from dentist’s drills to mining vehicles. The products are traditional and will always be
pivotal in industrial processes, especially
as processes become increasingly automated. The amount of applications means
that the sector is affected by changes in
all industries, for better or worse.”
What current changes are there, and
what effect do they have on companies in
the industry?

“We’re starting to see the same consolidation in Europe as in the US. The trend is
to develop one-stop shops for maintenance for particular industries, and to
offer everything from transmissions to
protective clothing and hand tools. We
think differently. The companies in our
business area stick to bearing and transmission products, and add in-depth
knowledge and the expertise required to
deliver what our customers need: operationally reliable production, reduced energy consumption and longer life for
components and machines alike.”
Axel Johnson International

Ola Sjölin
CEO

What were the positive changes for the
business area in 2016?

“When an industry goes into recession,
it’s easy to save money on maintenance,
but of course machines can break down
even when they’re running at half capac
ity. Our companies have stayed on their
toes and managed to keep their customers
and assignments. In terms of structure,
we merged two of our companies, we
found new fields of operation for those
hit by the decline in the mining industry
and in oil and gas, and we have entered
a new geographical market by acquiring
a company with a strong position in
e-commerce. One of our existing com
panies has launched a new e-commerce
platform and has also sold its first project
in conditioning monitoring – two important steps towards increased digitalisation.
We are now actively seeking to expand
our business further outside the Nordics.”

AxIndustries
Bearings &
transmissions

annual review 2016
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Axel Johnson International

Encouraging driven entrepreneurs to be
nimble while supporting them with the trust,
muscle and shared know-how of a big family,
Axel Johnson International is transforming
traditional industries through smart
technology and added value services.

Axel Johnson International
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To the next level.
Getting on board with a solid,
committed corporation enabled
two entrepreneurs to gear up.

A

fter rejecting several offers, Des
Spillings and Martin Povey at
Acorn realised they needed to
rethink. The market was quickly being
consolidated, and their position as an
independent distributor was increasingly
exposed. In order to grow, develop and
become an even more important player
on the UK market, they needed resources
and expertise they could not provide by
themselves.

“Martin has a fantastic business
brain. He sees
through things, and
he sees deeper into
the business than
me. Even if we have
different opinions
about things, we
always end up making the right decision. He is like my
brother,” Des Spillings (left) says.

Nine months after the first meeting the
deal was done, and in December 2015
Axel Johnson International had the privilege of managing their ‘creation’.
“We have never been afraid of investing
time and money in our business, I think
Axel Johnson International valued that.
And conversely, we liked the feel of their
business, like being family owned for example. The culture felt similar to what we
had tried to develop, and those things
were crucial. We were about to ‘give away
our baby’ and that is why we needed to
trust them as much as we trust ourselves.
We also didn’t want to change or move
into product areas where we weren’t
comfortable,” says Des Spillings.
Being careful about the choice of buyer is

vital when you have around 100 dedicated personnel to answer to. The reaction
of the team at Acorn was one of surprise,
since no one knew about the deal. But the
fact that Des and Martin wanted to stay
and run the company as before gave the
employees great peace of mind.
Some of the results of the buyout were
more structure, a long-awaited code of
conduct for suppliers and a sustainability
programme. But the biggest change for
the business operation was a valuable,
22
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Acorn
UK-based Acorn
is one of the largest stockists of
bearings, power
transmission
products, linear
motion systems
and maintenance
equipment in
Europe.

desirable distribution agreement with
Timken, one of the world’s leading suppliers of bearings and power transmission products. Timken was one of the
very few brands that could make a real
difference to their sales since it’s a premium brand and offers a range of products
that they previously didn’t have access to.
Acorn had had conversations with the
supplier over the last 20 years, but they
never saw a need for Acorn. Until now.
“To be fair, I was quite surprised how
Axel Johnson International

“Being part of Axel
Johnson International
brought us our most
important contract
of the year.”

W
 e trust
each other.
That’s it,
I guess.
quick we turned this deal around. Nomo’s
and Axel Johnson International’s relationship with this important supplier had
been built up over many years, and their
trust opened Timken’s eyes for what
Acorn could offer as key UK technical
distributor”, says Des Spillings.
During 2017 the ‘Acorn brothers’ will
refocus to grow the company in an entrepreneurial way.
“We will continue to work hard and
enjoy it,” says Martin Povey. n
Axel Johnson International

nnn Boris Lindberg is Managing Director
of Gisab, and he knows that a small company in a market-sensitive industry is better off as part of a corporate group. Support
is available in tough times, and also help
moving into new industrial sectors.
Another key advantage is the opportunity
for collaboration with other companies in
the group, which is a great inroad to broadening the offering.
In 2016 Gisab managed to win a major
contract in Oslo, Norway on the ongoing
construction of the longest railway tunnel
in the Nordics. Welding together four drill
bits with a diameter of 9.7 metres each was
one of the biggest and most challenging
projects in Gisab’s history.
“Having a corporate group behind us
was crucial for taking the job. We could
show that we were solid and had security.
And on a more practical level the parent
company also helped us out with the legal
side of things; it was a complex contract
and we would have had to source that service externally. I always feel I’m well supported by people with an industrial background just like us. They know where we’re
coming from,” Boris concludes.

Gisab
Gisab offers complete solutions
in construction,
manufacturing
and assembly for
industry and
mining. The company is based in
Gällivare, Sweden.
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Elevating the customer experience.
In the competitive market for generic
products, top notch service is what wins
customers’ hearts. That’s why Mennens
Groningen operates around the clock.

24
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Steel wire rope never
goes out of style.
Invented in the 1830s,
it’s still an essential
part of many societal
functions like elevators
and bridges.

Axel Johnson International
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“

verything we deliver needs service
and inspection on a regular basis,
so every tailor-made crane or steel
wire rope we sell could be the beginning
of a long-lasting relationship with the
customer. In a business with low margins
and tough competition, that’s how we
survive,” says David Posthumus, Managing Director of Mennens Groningen in
the Netherlands.

Lifting heavy sheets
of different sizes?
No problem. A lifting beam for metal
sheets is just one of
the many special
solutions Mennens
has developed to
meet customers’
needs.

Looking beyond physical products and
shaping the offering around the customer’s needs is nothing new for Mennens.
Formerly a leading ship supplier, decades
ago the company changed its focus to become a specialist in steel wire rope,
fall-protection and hoisting and lifting
equipment.
Cranes are tailored to the customer’s
specifications, but even a high-quality
bespoke indoor crane is relatively similar
to competitors’ products.
So as for many of Axel Johnson International’s companies, it’s experience,
problem-solving capability and level of
service that determine the success of
their business.
Mennens makes good use of its century-
long experience, and thanks to solution-
oriented personnel it can also offer highly
advanced niche products. One example is
a crane that is safe to use in flammable
environments like the oil and gas industry. Another is clean-room cranes, which
meet the strict demands of the food,
electronics, pharmaceutical and aviation
industries.
“Since there are no standard solutions,
we depend on skilled, driven engineers.
Knowing that people are proud to work
here makes me very satisfied,” says David.
26
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Mennens
Mennens is the
leading provider
of steel wire rope,
fall-protection,
hoisting and lift
ing products and
related services
in the Benelux
region.
Axel Johnson International

Axel Johnson International
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We depend
on skilled,
driven
engineers.
Knowing
that people
are proud
to work here
makes me
very satisfied.

David Posthumus,
Managing Director
of Mennens
Groningen.

Robert Mud building
a crane perfectly tailored to the client’s
needs (left).
Specially adapting
and safety testing
steel wire rope is one
of Melvin Roossien’s
tasks (right).

Axel Johnson International
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Know-how is king.
To share experiences and boost
learning, several initiatives are taken
throughout the group.

1

COMING
TOGETHER
TO SHARE
BEST
PRACTICE

nnn The fourth industrial
revolution is here, and the
conditions for continued
success are changing at a
dizzying speed. To make the
right decisions and turn the
challenges into opportunities, it is a good idea to turn
to those who have already
taken the first step.
This was the point of
departure for Digitalisation
Day, which brought together
around 100 group colleagues in Stockholm in
September 2016. The
agenda included visions

from external experts, as
well as important experiences from several sister
companies. One overriding
message was not to suffer
from digital stress, but to
start projects allowing
plenty of time to think
through the various options
and solutions.
Digitalisation Day was one
of many examples of how
new knowledge is spread
throughout the group, so
that it can then take flight in
each individual company.
“Being a part of Axel John-

son International is essentially being handed the key
to an enormous competence cluster. In addition to
our tailor-made training programmes, we meet up in different contexts, and bridge
markets and business areas
to share experiences and
discuss new ideas. Exploiting the benefits of being a
group, and working together,
bring us new solutions to
shared challenges,” says
Martin Malmvik, CEO and
President of Axel Johnson
International.

Annika Joos, Area Sales Manager, Nomo
“In a conservative industry, new ideas are particularly
important. It was genuinely interesting to widen that perspective, and to hear thoughts from sister companies
that are facing the same challenges as us. Combining
external inspiration with internal benchmarking is also a
great start to some rewarding collaborations.”
Göran Hegestig, Managing Director,
Sverull ElektroDynamo
“Although our realities are different, we can be inspired
by and learn from each other. We operate in industrial
service and distribution of bearings, transmission and
seals. Our customers have started to ask for e-commerce. Today I was inspired to speed up the process.”
Bruno Breard, Managing Director,
AxFlow France
“We have a strong will to share
knowledge. Today was a good meeting with great workshops where we
shared ideas. There is always a different way to do things!”
Ville Riikonen, Quality and Business Development
Manager, Haklift/Forankra International
“Sharing experience in an informal way is crucial. We are
too small to do it all on our own. When it comes to development, the group plays a key role. Even though we are in
different businesses and our levels of digitalisation differ,
we all have to be ready when our customers are.”
30
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For Mennens Gronin
gen, excellent knowhow doesn’t just mean
tough competitiveness.
It’s decisive for the
security of customers,
employees and everyone
else that’s affected by
the company’s products.

Axel Johnson International
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Kevin Smith
together with Nigel
Slinger and Craig
Longden at Certex
UK’s Harworth
workshop.

2

SEEING
AND
NURTURING
INDIVIDUAL
TALENTS

Certex
Certex provides
wire rope, lifting
equipment and
value added solutions to custom
ers in the industrial, oil and gas
and renewable
sectors.
32
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nnn “Spending quality time on recruitment
is important, but more important is to ensure
people are growing once in employment. It’s
about feeling ownership and being in control of one’s own destiny. I’m very passionate
about holding on to our people, since I know
it’s good for the organisation, staff retention
being one of our KPIs,” says Kevin Smith,
Managing Director at Certex UK.
According to Kevin, Axel Johnson International’s strong values as regards sustainability and long-term thinking mean that
acquired companies are encouraged to preserve the entrepreneurial spirit, make their
own decisions and make things happen –
and also to continuously develop their personnel. Kevin Smith likes to use Axel Johnson International Business School to inspire
his employees and develop their competence, and also talks about the satisfaction
of discovering talent and developing it
within the organisation.
“Will and skill is what counts. First of all as
an individual you have to want to do it and
then we have a responsibility to develop the
skills to do it. We have for example Atlanta
Khalil, who joined us as an office junior at
the age of 16 and will celebrate her tenth
year in November. She has grown under the
guidance and encouragement of her manager Dave Butler and is now our offshore
supervisor, planning and mobilising our offshore engineers to respond to customers’
requirements. This is a successful element
of our business and the story about Atlanta
is clear evidence: when our people grow, we
grow.”

“Thanks to Dave
Butler for seeing
potential in me and
giving me such a
great opportunity to
further my career at
Certex, along with a
brilliant friendship.
I love my job,”
Atlanta Khalil says.

3

TRAINING AT
OUR OWN
BUSINESS
SCHOOL
nnn Axel Johnson
International Business School gives
personnel an opportunity to extend their
competence and
develop their full
potential. The programme comprises
several tailor-made
professional courses
focusing on career
development, such
as Personal Leadership, Profitability
and Business
Understanding,
Contract Law and
Insurance, and Structured Storytelling.

Axel Johnson International

4

MENTORING
THE NEXT
GENERATION

Mennens
Mennens is the
leading provider
of steel wire rope,
cranes, lifting
products and
related services
in the Benelux
region.

Axel Johnson International

nnn How can we retain our employees’
unique skills when the people who know
‘everything’ retire? This is a highly topical
subject for Danny van Deuzen, Managing
Director of Mennens. Steel wire rope
accounts for 25–30% of sales, and with an
ambition to grow further in this segment,
knowledge that has been built up over decades is a key piece of the puzzle.
“Knowledge and experience are essential
to success when handling steel wire rope
enquiries. Most of the solutions we sell are
far from standard, and to have employees
with ‘I’ve-seen-that-before’ experience is
invaluable. We still have some people with
these unique skills, but we are facing a challenge since some of them will retire within a
few years,” says Danny van Deuzen.
It is essential to make it easier for older
personnel to pass their experience on to the
next generation. Therefore, 2016 saw the
start of a unique training programme for
selected employees in the group. Pairs of
employees share a mentor and spend 18
months taking part in some vital training
work. It is of course essential that the training is of high quality: it not only secures
knowledge for the company, but is also a
way of keeping younger employees interested – and thereby keeping them in the
company.
Programme Manager Kees van Tilborg
has a long history with Mennens, starting in
the steel wire factory four decades ago.
Kees has seen the pace continuously
increase, and this calls for perfect planning.
Previous knowledge is crucial to succeed.
“What we do is not just about replacing
steel wire ropes, it’s about giving advice
regarding the construction and making it

Kees van Tilborg,
four decades
Mennens veteran.

You never see the same
construction twice, which is
why experience from similar
solutions is crucial.
last and be safe for a long time to come. You
never see the same construction twice,
which is why experience from similar solutions is crucial. And since our work, repairing bridges for example, is to make society
function, I am very happy to let young and
motivated colleagues inherit my knowledge,” says Kees van Tilborg.

“I want to be a steel wire
specialist. I feel very
proud to be on this training
programme, it’s an amazing
opportunity,” says Tim
Veenstra, Internal Sales,
Mennens.
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Sweet news for the sugar factory.
Smart solutions enable innovative
service offerings and more efficient
production. In 2016, several promising
pilots were presented.

34
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Sugar beets can only be harvested four
months of the year, which puts pressure
on production at Nordic Sugar in Denmark. Sensors monitoring crucial ball
bearings ease the stress on both
machinery and staff.
Axel Johnson International
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F

ive months after Nordic Sugar of
Denmark discovered Nomo’s solution for condition monitoring, the
service is in place and a pilot project is
up and running. For Søren Fauerskog,
Head of Technical Maintenance at Nordic
Sugar, this is just the beginning:
“The key is to try new things. If we
always do things the same way, how are
we ever going to get a better result? There
are already complete systems on the market, but now I get more accurate measurements and the results are reported in
real time, in a nice clear interface on my
smartphone. I was sold on the idea
straight away.”

Nomo
Nomo is one of
the largest independent importers
and bearings specialist companies
in the Nordic area.
Nomo’s offer also
ncludes adjacent
technologies such
as power transmission components,
gear drives, seals
and speciality
maintenance products and services.

The service entails sensors being placed

on the gearboxes in the sugar factory, to
register the vibrations from each of the
box’s bearings. The readings are compared to normal values for the specific
bearing, and the smallest deviation is
detected immediately.
With the facts in his hands, literally,
Søren can then assess whether the problem is urgent or can be fixed later. This
information means that the constant
maintenance on the plant’s machinery
can be planned more effectively, both in
terms of time and costs.
But the most important benefit is the
ability to avoid unforeseen breakdowns,
in a plant where every minute of down
time means a loss of profit.
The project manager is Christian Plam-

bech, Regional Sales Manager at Nomo
in Denmark. He can see that the new service is arousing curiosity and is convinced
that more customers will follow in Nordic
Sugar’s footsteps, as they see how easy it
is to have full control of the bearings
36
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Good vibrations?
With full insight
into the machines’
bearings, Nomo can
help customers to
avoid breakdowns
and keep production up and running,
round the clock.
Axel Johnson International

Axel Johnson International
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I was
sold on
the idea
straight
away.
Søren Fauerskog,
Head of Technical
Maintenance,
Nordic Sugar.

and thereby raise operational reliability.
“Søren is so dedicated! It’s great to see
such a positive response as we change
direction and create services linked to
our products. Our goal is to make the
customer better and more efficient using
our knowledge and our solutions. The
customer is king, it’s as simple as that,”
says Christian.
By working closely alongside the customer, Nomo recognised the need for a
solution like this – their customers were
disappointed in existing solutions, which
often delivered results after it was too
late, and also at a far higher cost.
“We can see that status control is
something that will develop further,
and the group would like to see us
giving this a lot more thought. Moving
forward we will be able to connect our
business system and deliver the right
product even before the customer realises
a change is needed. This is where the
technology is leading us,” says Henrik
Walter, Head of Sales and Marketing at
Nomo Sweden. n
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“The project at Nordic Sugar
is just the start of what technology can add to our traditional
products,” predicts Christian
Plambech, Nomo.

AxLab
AxLab is an innovation contest held
within the Axel
Johnson group.
All personnel are
welcome to submit
ideas about what
their company or
the whole group can
do to create more
customer benefit
and better business
for the companies.
The ideas are
assessed by a panel
of judges, and the
winning ideas are
put into practice.

AXFLOW

EIGENBRODT

“The technology is
there, we just have to
make it ours.”
nnn When industrial
pumps can be bought
online, AxFlow has to add
more value to its products if they are to remain
competitive. This could
mean more proactive
pump service, or other
services that will make
the company indispens
able to customers in the
long term.
“With product information available at a fingertip, we see that customers are today much better
informed, and often
they’ve come far in their
buying process before
they are willing to engage
a sales person. This is
both a challenge and a
great opportunity if we
are to be the fluid handling equipment supplier
that fully meets their
needs,” says Olga Krejci
Halkovova, Marketing
and Communications
Director at AxFlow.
Developing the customer offering is in focus,
and Olga had an idea: the
office’s colour printer
orders toner by itself, so
why shouldn’t AxFlow’s
products be able to indicate when there is a need
for service and spare part
replacement? She was
thinking about customers
for whom the pump is
critical and has to work
24/7, 365 days a year – in
pulp and paper, food and
pharma for example. If
these pumps could be
fitted with sensors that
indicated when something was wrong, unnecessary, stressful and
often very costly stopAxel Johnson International

pages could be avoided
and customers could
sleep better at night.
Olga and her colleagues summarised
their idea and entered the
AxLab innovation contest
– and won. The win
aroused interest throughout the group and buy-in
at the highest level.
“It’s time to make existing technology available
to our customers. We
have thousands of
installed pumps that can
pump pretty much any
liquid, and if we can collect and analyse their
operating data we can
give even faster, more
accurate answers on how
they can be used optimally. And we can fine
tune and secure the flow
in our customers’ production even better than we
already do. Everyone
wins in this,” says Olga.

AxFlow
With operations in
25 countries, AxFlow
is Europe’s leading
distributor of fluid handling equipment and
pump service for the process industry.

“We always knew our
idea would mean added
value – but support from
the group was crucial.”
nnn “Using sensors in
our customers’ applications is not a new idea, but
adding a sensor that communicates in real time via
an app certainly is. It’s happening in our homes, so
why shouldn’t it be possible to fit smart communication platforms on our
sensors as well? That was
our starting point,” says
Johan Karlberg, Managing
Director at Eigenbrodt.
The idea was to measure
the water content in a vehicle’s hydraulic system
using a water sensor
linked to a device. Newer,
more eco-friendly oils are
more sensitive to water, so
there is a need for better
surveillance of the oil’s
water content. Putting the
latest readings in relation
to previously collected and
analysed data, the driver
receives a signal if the
water content is too high
and can therefore avoid a
costly breakdown.
The sensor manufacturer
had the same vision as
Eigenbrodt, but Johan felt
their timeline was far too
long. So Eigenbrodt
started on their own. After
presenting the idea to Axel
Johnson International and
taking part in the group’s
AxLab innovation contest,
the company received a
welcome grant to put its
idea into practice.
Just eight months after
the idea was first floated, a
beta version of the service
was in place with a paying
customer. Crucial to such
a fast, efficient process
was finding a company
that liked the idea and was

prepared to loan out its
technical platform.
Another factor was that
Eigenbrodt split the work
into smaller projects,
where financing became
less critical and a finished
result didn’t feel so far off.
“I see our process as
proof that curiosity and a
genuine desire to improve
our customers’ processes
are more important than
being fully conversant with
the latest technology. We
can get the technological
expertise externally, it’s
our in-depth understanding of the customers’
needs that lays the foundation for usable, relevant
solutions. And the fact that
we successfully raised the
value of an existing product has really boosted our
enthusiasm and made us
want more. Just that in
itself is of tremendous
value,” Johan concludes.

Eigenbrodt
Eigenbrodt offers customised total solutions
in the gas springs,
filters, hydraulics,
machine components
and glue product segments.
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FOCUS ON SUSTAINABILITY

“With dedication and clearly defined goals,
we can make a real difference.”
Åsa Holmgren and team have turned our sustainability commitments into actionable guidelines.
“

W

“In a family-owned group of companies
likes ours, thinking long-term is a natural
part of our heritage. We manage and nurture what generations of entrepreneurs
have built up, and our ability to create
value is about social and environmental
consideration, but also about perspective
on the way we do business,” Åsa
Holmgren continues.

ith dedication and clearly defined goals, we can make a real
difference. As a group we can
also inspire and show clear examples.
This is why last year, we initiated a sustainability project and involved all our
personnel,” says Åsa Holmgren, Head of
Communication, Sustainability and HR.

The name of the project, For Generations
to Come, alludes to the fact that sustainable development is about meeting the demands and challenges of today, without
jeopardising the situation for future generations.
A far-reaching education and training
initiative was undertaken to establish a
shared platform, and not least to build
an understanding of both the challenges
and the opportunities. The group’s 2 950
employees in 85 companies were invited
to a digital training course developed
alongside Det Naturliga Steget (The
Natural Step) a sustainability training
organisation.

40
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Team leader
Rosanne de Jong,
Michael Pansier
and Martin Sluijter
at AxFlow EDC in
Lelystad, Netherlands, are attending
a sustainability
training. “When we
do things together,
we can do a lot
more I realise,” says
Michael Pansier.

Axel Johnson International’s code of
ethics clarifies the common values
that all companies and employees
in the group work from. The code
of ethics is important in relation
to the companies’ customers. It
was developed and launched during
the sustainability project, and
already over 70% of employees
have signed it.
The code of conduct in place
for suppliers ensures that everyone in the value chain works in
a sustainable way. The code was
updated as part of the project
and is an important tool in the
companies’ sustainability work.
“Thanks to the project we
have now established a common language, the basic steering documents are in place
and we have set overriding
sustainability goals which
are followed up every six
months. We have a firm
foundation to stand on.
The focus of the ongoing
sustainability work will be
monitoring and development, above all so that we
can continue raising the
bar as we go along,” Åsa
Holmgren concludes. n

Supplier
code of conduct
The purpose of the code of conduct
is to ensure that the suppliers that
our companies engage with operate
in accordance with internationally
recognised minimum standards on
human rights, labour and the environment. If there is a gap between
requirements and performance, the
supplier is supported in overcoming
this. The code of conduct includes:
n labour and human rights charters,
covering e.g. forced labour and
freedom of movement
n health and safety charters, covering e.g. conditions of employment
and work
n ethics charter, covering e.g.
bribery and corruption
n environmental charters, covering
e.g. hazardous substance regulations and environmental permits

Employee
code of ethics
The code of ethics deals with the
rights and responsibilities of all
employees in our group and covers
ethical issues on the individual level
as well as the policies guiding business practices. It is a reminder that
every action matters, every day. All
employees throughout the group
have to acknowledge the code of
ethics.

Whistleblowing
service
With a code of ethics policy being
communicated internally, all
employees and partners are
encouraged to speak up if they witness anything that is not in line with
values or policy statements. This
can easily be done via the corporate
website or using a QR code. The
whistleblower may choose to
remain anonymous and the service
is managed by an external party.
annual review 2016
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Built to last. As a servicedriven one-stop shop, AxFlow
is taking the long view on
customer relationships.

More than anything else,
AxFlow are problem solvers,
providing tailor-made
systems for challenging
industrial processes.
42
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M

anufacturing stripy toothpaste
and making yoghurt with whole
strawberries are just two of the
many complex processes that AxFlow in
the Netherlands has made possible over
the years.
At the heart of these production systems is a pump from one of the world’s
leading suppliers, but it’s the ability to
understand the customer’s challenges
and assure the reliability of their production that is the key to AxFlow’s business.

AxFlow
AxFlow is a distributor for leading
pumps, mixers
and dosing equipment, as well as
complete systems
in the food, chemical, petrochemical,
pharmaceutical
and water treatment industries.

“We sell pumps, but tailoring a system to

what’s really needed is the key to our success. The customer gets a problem solved
in a clever, efficient way, and we gain a
friend to serve for many years,” says Joep
Verhagen, Managing Director at AxFlow
in the Netherlands.
The customers have unique processes,
but one thing they all have in common is
high demands on stable production. But
without in-house maintenance departments, many customers are vulnerable in
the event of a sudden breakdown.
“Providing service engineers who know
their processes inside out is a must for a
long-term service partner, as well as being able to deliver spare parts extremely
quickly,” says Joep.

“The pump is the
heart of the installation. Our product as
a part of a whole
system, that’s what
we aim for”, says
Joep Verhagen,
Managing Director.
44
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All our companies across
Europe have best-selling
products in stock, without
actually needing to take up
shelf space at their location.

Pieter Molenaar,
Managing Director,
AxFlow Distribution
Center.

Profit on the shelf.
The local AxFlow
companies no
longer need to have
their own warehouses. All they
require is available
and shipped in no
time.

46
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AxFlow has it all under one roof. The site
in Lelystad is home not only to the head
office, but also to the shop floor where the
pump systems are designed and test run,
and a European central warehouse for
pumps and spare parts – all available to
all AxFlow companies.
The warehouse is the latest addition to
its total solution and provides a strong
competitive edge. Pumps and spare parts
are sent from here direct to customers,
Axel Johnson International

often at just a couple of hours’ notice.
“We can now say that all our companies
across Europe have best-selling products
in stock, without actually needing to take
up shelf space at their location. Sending
goods to one address for all of AxFlow
is also more efficient for our suppliers,
and it’s a development they strongly support. This is everybody’s warehouse!” says
Pieter Molenaar, Managing Director at
AxFlow Distribution Center. n
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Managers in the making.
A trainee programme offering
new talent a unique chance
to learn and grow.

“

Y

ou set the standard for what a
mentor should be.”
Without Lars Åkerberg, bearings
and transmission would probably not
have become Annika Joos’ passion.
Lars wants to help people grow, and
this gave Annika a flying start in her
career, and Nomo a young and very welltrained sales manager.
“I took Annika along on as much as
I could. It felt perfectly natural to me,
but it did occasionally raise eyebrows to
bring a young trainee to important meetings. But the opposite could happen as
well, that everyone thought it was great.
I actually think you were an asset in several negotiations, even when you never
said a word,” Lars says with a laugh.

Lars said
that it was
time I got
my hands
dirty, so
there was
nothing for
it but to get
started in
the warehouse.

Annika quickly realised that her mentor

was unique, and that she was gaining
experience that no training in the world
could give her.
“Lars said that it was time I got my
hands dirty, so there was nothing for it
but to get started in the warehouse. I was
asked to go out and sell as well, which
wasn’t that easy for someone with no
driving licence. But we sorted that out!
I visited all our sister companies too,
while also running an overriding strategy
project at group level. Then suddenly
I was made responsible for Atlas Copco,
one of our biggest customers. It was far
more than I’d expected from my trainee
period,” says Annika.

Mentor Lars
Åkerberg supports
Annika Joos come
rain or shine.

One important lesson for Annika was

how much small companies rely on all
their employees – that everyone is equally
important, whatever their job title or
education. Another was that it doesn’t
matter if you don’t know everything, as
48
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5

SHOOTING
STARS

long as you find the answer as quickly as
possible and get back to the customer.
And yet another lesson was that selling is
all about relationships.
But the most important piece of advice
she was given was that however tough a
situation seems, there’s always a solution
– even if it means changing and doing
things differently.
“I’ve watched you, Lars, and I know
you never give up. You always get what
needs doing done, one way or another,
and that inspires me. I don’t care what it
says on your business card, you’ll always
be my mentor,” says Annika.
Lars gives a smile. n
Axel Johnson International

In September 2016
we had the privilege
to welcome trainees
Jennie Jonsson,
Ebba Lilliehöök,
Berrie Woord,
Hanna Klasson and
Philip Eliasson.

nnn Another five newly graduated and
highly driven academics have decided
to start their careers as trainees with us.
During the year they’ll be intertwining
practical jobs in the group’s companies
with strategic projects and training
courses. The aim is to teach them our
operation from scratch and build networks for the future. To guide them
along, they each have an experienced
mentor from one of our companies.
“It’s great that year after year we manage to attract some young, ambitious
academics. Their different backgrounds,
degree programmes and experience
bring new perspectives to the table. One
of the great things for our companies is
the benefit their analyses and challenging questions entail. Because they move
between our different business areas,
they become a bridge for learning and
competence exchange throughout the
organisation,” explains Ulrika Forsman,
project manager in HR.
annual review 2016
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With service as the driver.
Offering operational reliability
rather than individual products
strengthens the business both for
Trans-Auto and its customers.

Forty-five tonne containers
are an easy match for the reach
stacker in the Port of Södertälje. Tomas Sandstén ensures
the machine’s driveline is working perfectly.
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“

ur products are used in mining,
forestry and shipping, among other sectors – industries where the
unexpected always happens. What distinguishes us from others is how well we
deal with the situations that arise for our
customers,” says Jan Brattberg, Managing Director of Trans-Auto.

Trans-Auto
Trans-Auto sells and
renovates driveline
components in the
mobile and marine
industry on the Nordic, Baltic and Russian markets.

Founded on solid technical know-how,

Our competitors
are welcome
to challenge
Björn in transmission knowledge
any time.
Managing Director Jan Brattberg
(right) pays tribute to colleague
Björn Olsson.
Axel Johnson International

the company has developed its service
offering and can now meet the needs of
clients in widely varying, niche fields.
“Technology is in focus in everything
we do. We bring the customers’ needs
and future visions together with our suppliers’ capabilities, while planning optimum use of our products and predicting
future service requirements. The solutions we recommend and take to market
are our ticket to long-term customer relations, so it’s important that we stay up
to date and really know the products we
deliver. But over and above the technical
know-how, our ‘soft’ values are also important to our success; values like experience, familiarity with the market, and our
ability to maintain good contact with
customers and suppliers. These are skills
that take a long time to develop, and unlike much else in our world they can’t be
automated,” says Jan.
Good relations promote growth in several

ways. In 2016 Trans-Auto strengthened its
offering by acquiring Progress Ingenjør
firma of Norway, after 20 years of working closely together. Progress is a highly
reputed provider of products and services
for marine driveline components, propellers and industrial components.
“The acquisition not only makes our
broader supplier base and collective
annual review 2016
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“Wow, Certex!
That’s what
I want to hear.”

Like one big family.
Brothers Thomas
Sandstén (left) and
Robin Sandstén
(above) are proud
employees of
Trans-Auto.

experience available to existing customers, it also means we can take on larger,
more complex projects. And we can now
offer our business throughout the Nordics,” Jan explains.
Trans-Auto has been part of Axel Johnson

International since 2014, and Jan emphasises the benefits of belonging to a
group that offers long-term focus and a
strong sense of community – and above
all the freedom to develop in line with
Trans-Auto’s own corporate culture.
“Trans-Auto is still Trans-Auto,” says
Jan proudly. n
Axel Johnson International

nnn Certex Denmark may be one
of the oldest companies in Axel
Johnson Inter
national, but its
culture is characterised by constant
change. Managing
Director Majbritt
Petersen has since 2014 led the
company’s development from product
supplier to solution supplier.
“Our customers want more than just
a product, they demand a full solution
that safeguards and supports their
operations. I realised we have the
knowledge to go all the way with our
customers, and that’s why I initiated
our journey a couple of years ago.
Today we are in a good place and
know our customers are willing to pay
for our know-how and support. We are
certainly not the cheapest, but we
deliver quality, we are serious and we
are in for the long haul. That’s how we
differ, that’s why we get chosen,” says
Majbritt.
The company’s growth journey is
not only about filling the company with
the right expertise and developing
new services. Engaging all personnel
and creating a shared mindset are just
as important. Each individual must
contribute to assure success, says
Majbritt, whose background is in
organisation and management rather
than sales.
“The ability to improve consistently
is a cultural thing. In a business that
depends on people, not machines, it’s
about encouraging enthusiasm, supporting good
ideas and creatCertex
ing an organisation proud of our
Certex provides
common work,
wire rope, lifting
rather than indiequipment and
value added solu- vidual ambitions.
We are now one
tions to custombig family who
ers in the indussupport each
trial, oil and gas
other,” Majbritt
and renewable
concludes.
sectors.
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Our companies’ efforts during 2016
make us proud beyond words. Put in
actual figures there’s no question they
managed to maintain and improve
their margins, despite challenges on
several markets.

SUMMARY FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Consolidated Income Statement
MSEK

2016

2015

Net sales

6 604

6 481

– 4 551

– 4 509

2 052

1 972

– 1 289

– 1 235

– 504

– 492

Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Selling expenses
Administrative expenses
Other operating income

31

40

Other operating expenses

–9

– 13

281

272

Operating profit
Interest income and similar income

25

5

Interest expense and similar charges

– 25

–8

PROFIT AFTER FINANCIAL ITEMS

281

269

Sales and profit
MSEK

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

Sales

6 604

6 481

6 499

5 908

6 177

Profit after financial items

281

269

277

241

277

Cashflow from operating activities

322

336

274

368

361

Return on capital employed %*

14

13

14

14

15

Average number of employees

2 944

2 655

2 637

2 511

2 404

Operating
profit
2015

Change
in %

*Excl. Effect on capital gains and loss

Sales and operating profit per business group
Operating
profit
2016

MSEK
AxLoad

3 259

3 221

1

143

142

0,7

AxFlow

1 579

1 491

6

117

103

5.8

430

659

– 35

28

18

55.6

1 330

1 113

19

16

35

– 60.0

AxDrive
AxIndustries
Parent company and eliminations
TOTAL
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Sales
2015

Change
in %

Sales
2016

6

–3

–

– 23

– 26

–

6 604

6 481

2

281

272

– 0.3

Axel Johnson International

SUMMARY FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Consolidated Balance Sheet
MSEK

2016 12 31

2015 12 31

ASSETS
Fixed assets
Intangible fixed assets

624

554

Tangible fixed assets

331

269

Financial fixed assets

71

61

Current assets
Inventories

1 065

965

Current receivables

1 261

1 145

199

252

3 551

3 246

1 661

1 543

Cash and bank balances
TOTAL ASSETS
SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Shareholders’ equity
Minority interests
Provisions
Long-term liabilities

94

67

270

138

371

442

Current liabilities

1 155

1 056

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

3 551

3 246

2016

2015

Profits after financial items and adjustment items affecting cash-flow

517

475

Income taxes paid

– 89

– 95

Cash flow from operating activities before changes in working capital

428

380

Consolidated Cash Flow Statement
MSEK
Cash from from operating activities

Cash flow from changes in working capital
Increase (–)/Decrease (+) in inventories

– 20

1

Increase (–)/Decrease (+) in trade and other receivables

– 52

22

Increase(+)/Decrease (–) in trade and other liabilities

– 34

– 67

Cash flow from operating activities

322

336

Cash flow from (or used in) investing activities

– 251

– 244

Cash flow from (or used in) financing activities

– 128

– 214

Net change in cash and cash equivalents

– 57

– 122

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

252

384

4

–11

199

252

Effects of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF PERIOD

The financial information is used for management reporting purposes and deviates in some respects from official reporting.
Axel Johnson International
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The world of
Axel Johnson
International

Head office
Wenner-Gren Center
Sveavägen 166, floor 17
SE-113 46 Stockholm
Sweden
Tel: +46 8 453 77 00
E-mail: info@axeljohnson.international

Executive
management
team
Martin Malmvik
President and CEO

Niklas Enmark
CFO

Hans Glemstedt
Head of Mergers
and Acquisitions

Åsa Holmgren
Head of Communication,
Sustainability and HR

Ola Karlsson
Acting CEO AxLoad

Gunder Nilsson
CEO AxDrive

Ola Sjölin
CEO AxIndustries

Ole Weiner
CEO AxFlow

Board of
directors

About
Axel Johnson

Paul Schrotti
Chairman of the Board
Executive Vice President, Axel Johnson AB
(Board member from 1 Jan 2017)

Axel Johnson International is a part
of the family company Axel Johnson
owned by Antonia Ax:son Johnson
and her family. The wholly and partly
owned companies have total annual
sales of approximately EUR 8.5 billion
and about 20 000 employees. Axel
Johnson has changed shape over its
more than 140-year history. With a
common culture and shared values,
the group will continue to build, transform and develop profitable businesses
– believing in the family company as a
form of ownership for good, long-term
business.

Maria Brunell Livfors
President and Chief Executive Officer, Axel Johnson AB
(Chairman of the Board from 1 Jan 2017)
Marianne Brismar
Member of several boards; Beijer Alma, Concentric
Senior Partner at Intercept AB
Johan Fant
Chief Financial Officer, Axel Johnson AB
Axel Johnson International
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abkati.se

acorn-ind.co.uk
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axflow.com
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nomo.com
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great year in many ways.
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All successful companies are the result of brave decisions. They are
built by individuals who have had the courage to listen to their instincts,
transformed challenges into opportunities and risked a lot for the chance
to win everything. People who have had the drive to achieve something
greater than themselves, and have done exactly that.
When our founder, saddler’s son Axel Johnson, age 29, decided to
export iron and import coal, his vision was his only collateral. He broke
with tradition, took untried roads east and soon started a trading company. And when the existing infrastructure proved insufficient, he started
his own shipping line.
That was back in 1873. Five generations and many brave decisions
later, we know how fantastic it is when intuition becomes reality. When
strong values pay off. When necessary changes become longed-for new
beginnings. When optimism transforms into drive, so powerful that its ripples affect many, many other people.
But we’re also aware of the opposite. To see dreams torn down. To live
under the demands of the family and the world around. To bear the
responsibility for employees, customers and suppliers. With defeat
breathing down your neck, to never be able to rest. And today, more than
ever, to always consider sustainability challenges, digitalisation needs
and global competition.
If the conviction of the feasibility of everything should suddenly run out,
we are there. We take on vital, healthy companies and ideally also their
innovation-driven owners. We lay the foundation for the company’s values
to live on, find new paths and carry on spreading good results over people, the environment, society and industry.
This means a new boost forward, a chance to grow, and the security to
make even more, and perhaps even braver, decisions.
A warm welcome to our corporate family.

axeljohnson.international
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